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Curie News 

Command 

Steven — Commanding Officer 

Meg “Squirrels” — Executive Officer 
 

Science 

Brian — Chief Science Officer 
 

Operations 

Ren — Chief Operations Officer 

Jen — Deputy Chief of Operations 
 

Engineering 

Meg "Squirrels" — Chief Engineering Officer 
 

Tactical 

Erica — Chief Tactical Officer 
 

Communications 

Samantha — Chief Communications Officer 
 

Medical 

James — Chief Medical Officer 
 

Ship's Librarian 

Elise 
 

Judge Advocate General Officer 

Elise 

  

Welcome back to the Curie! We hope you enjoy your stay 

with us. Here’s the recent news from our lovely Chapter. 

Captain Steven has been re-elected as chapter 

Commander, with Squirrels as First Officer. We’re happy 

to have them back for another term, and look forward to 

their leadership in the coming season! 

Some changes to our Chapter Handbook have been made, 

available on our website at usscurie.org. 

Additionally, monthly updates on Chapter activities will 

now be posted to the website. Feel free to download our 

Ship’s Log: Supplemental to bring yourself up to speed on 

what we’ve been up to. 

We’re excited to announce the launch of our USS Curie 

IDIC channel! This page in our Discord server exists as a 

welcoming forum for LGBTQ+ community members and 

allies to chat about identity, sexuality, struggles, and 

anything related. This channel has been years in the 

making, and we’re pleased to announce our crew has 

made it a beautiful and open-minded space. Three cheers 

for the Curie! 
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Captain’s Log 
Captain Steven 

 Greetings Curie! The whirlwind that has been 2020 is coming to a close. Amidst a worldwide 
pandemic, our chapter has continued to stay relevant and forward-moving. To name a few 
achievements: we have doubled our membership, created multiple virtual venues for 
members, and have exceeded standards in the execution of chapter business. I look forward 
to seeing what we can bring in 2021. 

Squirrels’ Stash 
Commander & Chief of Engineering Meg 

My Commanding Officer duties oversaw the chapter's yearly elections this past November. I'm 
happy to say everything ran without a hitch and we'll continue to use the same system next 

year because of it. We've also got a few manual updates and a financial document in the works, 
but all ship business has been put on hold for the various pending Earth holidays—crew family 

time and a little R&R is more important than a manual! 

For Engineering, we’ve mostly been working on the usual background upkeep this quarter, 
publishing things to the chapter website as needed and sweeping the Discord and its bots for 
possible fixes. Did a little collaborative work with Ops to iron out issues with Yeoman Sesh, 

our scheduling bot, but all looks well now. Got Stellar Cartography hooked up with SpaceBot, 
which allows them to pull images from NASA databases, get future space launch times,  

and some other fun features. 

The Hemostat 
Chief Medical Officer James 

In the past quarter, I have been taking online training in EMS, including Stress 
Management and Mental Health.  I have also shared breaking information with the 
crew on medical topics including but not limited to COVID-19. We have seen some 
fascinating information come out in the last few months. I wish the crew a Healthy and 
Prosperous 2021! 

Department Reports 
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Operations 
Chief Operations Officer Ren 

Since my last report, much has happened in the Ops department. The proposed Main 
Viewscreen project has launched successfully and has expanded with the help of Ensign 

Jen, who has gone above and beyond with this as well as collaborations with other 
departments. As such, she has been assigned as Deputy Chief of Operations. 

On the Main Viewscreen, the "Q Series" ended in December, and we will be moving on to 
another set list selected by Captain Steven. As we continue to put our focus on this project, 
please feel free to send any feedback to either Dep Ops or myself. This can range from set 

list suggestions (we only have a few written out) to changes in scheduling, timing,  
or ways to bolster discussion. 

During the holiday season, we launched the Annual Secret Santa in November to allow 
participants sufficient time to purchase and send gifts. Regretfully, we were unable to gain 
any participation from our sister ships this year, but we've grown participation within our 

own crew. Some gifts have already made their way to their recipients and they are looking 
good! We hope this annual tradition on the ship continues to bring joy to everyone who 

participates, especially in 2020 where many of us can definitely use 
 more cheer (myself included). 

No spoilers to be had here, but Dep Ops and I are both looking into some new ideas that 
previously were not possible until this diverse crew and its amount of talent and interests 

came aboard. We look forward to continuing to grow as a more tight-knit and strong crew 
that can endure anything—including lousy pandemics—in the coming year and beyond. 

The Redshirt 
Chief Tactical Officer Erica 

The Tactical Department has been leading the book club during this current Trek book, 
Star Trek Legacies: Best Defense by David Mack. I've been posting out notes, reminders, info 
graphics for safety around the elections, polling locations, holidays, and protecting 
mental health. 
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Open a Channel 
Chief Communications Officer Samantha 

Greetings and welcome aboard the Marie Curie. Since last time, I’ve been focusing on 
launching our Ship’s Log: Supplemental, a monthly update of our Chapter activities in 

Discord. The purpose of the SL:S is to serve as a sledgehammer to the tall barrier-to-entry 
sometimes felt by new members to our community. The first couple editions are available 

on our website, under the Ship’s Log tab.   

This quarter’s Ship’s Log compiles department reports, an article written by Tactical Chief 
Erica, science nerd stuff from Science Chief Brian, and a thought piece by Captain Steven. 

The USS Marie Curie Communications Department hopes you enjoy your read! 

It’s Alive! 
Chief Science Officer Brian 

Hey crewmates!  It’s been a busy end to the year with a lot of news out of the Science 
Department.  We’ve had some breakthroughs with fusion, tracking down an invasive Asian 
giant hornet nest in PNW, three deep-space sample missions (of which two have returned 
successfully), and we now have two 95% efficacy FDA-approved COVID-19 vaccinations. 

We’ve also had a major setback with the destruction of the Arecibo radio telescope in Puerto 
Rico due to hurricane Maria and long-term structural degradation of the main support cables.  
The only silver lining here is the Chinese have opened their large radio telescope up to the 
scientists which were stationed at Arecibo.  Hopefully, this alliance will allow us to continue the 
critical earth-crossing asteroid projects which were ongoing at Arecibo. 

Shhh!! 
Ship’s Librarian & JAG Officer Elise 

All official votes have been recorded from the vote room onto a very fancy excel document. 
The library has been pretty quiet. With the semester ending and finals finished, this 

librarian is ready to p-a-r-t-y!! (quietly) 
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Status Report 

Uhura is a super hero. But so was Dr. Richard Daystrom. And Commodore Stone. And Lt. Boma. All of these characters 
were Black. 
 
Growing up in the Black American community was a wonderful thing. I had a family that was supportive, loving, and 
taught myself and my siblings and cousins to truly embrace who we were and to love ourselves and the strong people 
from whom we came. 
 
I’ve always loved to read fantasy and science fiction as a means of escape into other worlds—where things could be 
different. But often, books and fandoms seemed to leave us out, or give us the sense that we were side-characters or 
anecdotes in this life. And then, one day, my dad introduced me to Star Trek: The Original Series. What I saw in TOS were 
Black men and women in ranked positions. Not behind the scenes, but on the bridge, making choices. I saw them treated 
as equals and valued for what they brought to the table. 
 
Sometimes, it’s really easy to feel like the issues affecting the Black community are far away. That things are maybe not as 
bad as they seem. But, I’m the child of parents who were born with no basic human rights, and it fills me with sadness to 
hear them say “some things just won’t change.” 
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Over the years, the names that I have been called, the comments made to 
me about how I look or the way I wear my hair, the times when I have 
been passed over professionally and personally for no other reason than 
the color of my skin—these are truths with which I have my entire life. 
It’s hard walking through life truly wondering if these things will ever 
change, as my parents believe. 
 
In light of things that have been getting more attention (and that have, 
frankly, always happened in my lifetime), it has been difficult to resolve 
why the art of TOS couldn’t reflect real life. But I still remember every 
weekend, sitting with my dad and watching people who looked like us 
living their normal lives without fear that being born Black was enough to 
change their entire perception of life. And, so, growing up, I had hoped to 
see this future come to fruition. 

What I found in the Trek community were so many people who wanted to see the same. People who saw the 
things that Black people and other POC’s have had to deal with, and stood up for what was right. I found people 
who also want to see this future become a reality. 
 
I’ve found in the evolution of Star Trek even more Black people featured in important positions, as important 
people, existing without their entire persona being reduced to a caricature. I believe that things like Star Trek can 
help change the perception of others, to see Black people as truly equal, and capable of great things—the way we 
know we are. 

It’s important to hear the voices growing ever louder from the Black 
community, to recognize that Black Lives Matter, they have always 
mattered, and they will continue to matter. And in the Trek 
community, we have to do a good job carrying the torch and vision 
of Trek: that regardless of race, gender, or background, we are all 
capable of being great and doing great things. I want to see this 
future and this change, desperately.  
 
It’s my hope that my parents can and will see the future for which 
they fought come to fruition, if we complete their hard work to make 
it so. 

 

“It’s impossible 
to fear diversity 
and to enter the 

future at the 
same time.” 

-Gene Roddenberry 

Chief Tactical Officer Erica 
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Astrometrics: Observing Targets 

Winter 2020 
In Fall’s newsletter, I talked about the oncoming cooler weather. The 
strong La Niña which developed in mid-September put the kibosh on any 
cold winter weather across much of the continental U.S. west of the 
Mississippi; but, that doesn’t mean our skies don’t change. If fall is the time 
for planetary nebulae, early winter is the time for galaxies. 

 

Finding M31 the first time is best done outside city lights and a couple hours after sunset. Face south and spot the 
annoyingly bright red star directly in front of you—that’s Mars. Keep looking up until you’re looking almost straight 
above you and you should see a very large square of bright stars. Relax your face, lay down if you need to, and 
concentrate your focus on the westernmost star. After a little while you’ll start to see a faint fuzzy patch just a bit 
further to the west—that’s M31. You’re using a technique called adverted vision to spot this.  We have more 
greyscale-sensitive rods around the outside of our retina than on the inside, so it’s easier to spot faint fuzzies by not 
looking directly at them. 

Chief Science Officer Brian 

 

To be blunt, most astrophotographers will be 
focused on just one target for three months: 
M31, the Andromeda galaxy. M31 takes a 
prominent position at zenith, or directly above 
your head, at night and is a massive three 
degrees in diameter. Our sun and moon only 
take up one degree in our sky, so M31 takes up 
three times as much real estate. From a 
medium-sized city or suburban skies M31 is a 
naked-eye object which means it can be seen 
without the aid of a telescope or binoculars.  
From a Bortle class 1 sky, the Andromeda 
galaxy can cast a shadow on an exceptional 
night. 

 

Once you’ve spotted M31, congratulations!  You’re looking 2.5 million light-years away at a 
completely different galaxy with your bare eyes. 
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Science Deck: Asteroid & Lunar Samples 
Asteroid and lunar samples are all the science rage this year.  We’ve got three primary missions to collect samples, two 
from asteroids and one from the moon. While these missions won’t directly help us reach our Mars target, you can think 
of them as side-quests which will help us refine and perfect our ability to reach small, fast targets in deep space. The 
recovered asteroid samples allow us to look back at the conditions which existed in the early solar system, and the lunar 
samples offer fresh stock to our lunar library (which is badly stretched thin). 

First up is NASA’s OSIRIS-Rex which successfully collected somewhere between 
400g and one kg of material from asteroid 101955 Bennu on October 20th. There 
was so much material collected that NASA initially had some trouble with sample 
leakage, but was able to stow the material a couple days after collection. Return of 
this sample is expected September 2023. 

101955 Bennu 

Japan’s Hayabusa2 collected both a surface and sub-surface sample of 162173 
Ryugu. Sampling techniques involved shooting a 5g tantalum bullet to disrupt 
surface particles for collection and the firing of a 2.5kg copper bullet for sub-
surface material collection. These samples were returned via flyby and landed 
in Australia on December 5th. Preliminary analysis is still ongoing, but the 
mineral samples are intact along with gasses collected from Ryugu. 

Hayabusa2 Sample 

The Chinese have also been busy this year with their Lunar 
Exploration Program.  The Chang’e 5 robotic probe landed 
on the moon on December 1st, sent us some wonderful 
images of the lunar surface, and then returned to Earth with 
the first lunar samples since the US Apollo program. This 
makes China the third country to bring back lunar samples, 
the second being the Soviet Union. 

Chang’e 5 leaving the lunar surface 

Chief Science Officer Brian 
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Captain’s Log: Supplemental 

Star Trek is often regarded as the most influential science fiction franchise in history. This “wagon train to the stars” saga 
has shown us what we can and ought to be. In its universe, we can hope for and be inspired by a better future to come. 

Now consider for a moment, if you will, where we would be if Star Trek had never premiered? Think of a world where 
there is no Star Trek. What does that world look like in your mind?  

Understanding my audience, I can safely assume that world is difficult to imagine. As Trekkies, we often take for granted 
what we have in Star Trek: things like striving for equality, enhanced technologies, and representation of diversity.  

In this moment, the thing most difficult for me to imagine in a world without Trek is an inability to meet and interact 
with all of you! Thus, with that “Original Series Style Cheesiness,” I want to wish you all a Happy Holiday Season and 
New Year! Stay warm, stay safe, and remember we are all in this together. 

Remember: Be bold. Be brave. Be courageous. We are the USS Marie Curie.  

We are STARFLEET. 

Captain Steven 
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Enlistment Information 

Are you a Starfleet International member? 

Great! Email us at computer@usscurie.org and let us know what you want in a SFI 
chapter, and we’ll find a place for you in our online community. 

 

Not a Starfleet International member? 

No worries! While we highly recommend joining SFI, our chapter accepts interested 
“civilians” regardless of their association. If you’re interested in joining 
STARFLEET, check out their official website sfi.org, then email us at 
computer@usscurie.org and let us know what you’re looking for! 

 


